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Problem 

! Integrating complex information into studentsÊ existing schema  

Set-up 
! Describe social metaphors with links to linguistics 
! Focus on content  
! Have students use colored pencils and play-doh to create their own metaphor for a 

linguistics concept 
! Students scan or photograph their work. 

Writing 
! Students describe their metaphor and extend it from their own knowledge to the course 

material. 
! Students upload picture and paragraph to the BlackboardLearn Group Discussion Board. 

Online Interaction 
! Put students in groups on BlackboardLearn Group Discussion Board. 
! To get students to engage in discussion, direct them to 

1) Ask questions,  
2) Make their responses full of thought, insight and analysis, and  
3) Connect to the world and the course content.    

! Model thinking/integration in a sample discussion post. 
! Students read othersÊ metaphors and comments, and integrate othersÊ points more easily 

because theyÊre linked to familiar concepts. 

Student Feedback 
Students reported that they enjoyed the project.  Specifically, they said they were able to: 
! think creatively and innovatively 
! think critically 
! allow for expression of abstract thought 
! analyze 
! interact with peers in a way that was enjoyable and helpful 
! get feedback from peers and instructor which allowed them to see multiple perspectives 

Sum It Up 
! Conceptually chewy areas 
! Students develop metaphors with colored pencils and play-doh 
! They write up the metaphors, upload with scan/photo 
! Interact around those metaphors on the discussion board 
! Give insightful feedback, respecting student ideas 
 



 
Project 1: Drawing on Language  

 
1. Draw or sculpt your own metaphor/model/diagram/picture of either what language is OR 

how language works. To develop your metaphor, think about how language is processed by 
the brain from hearing/seeing something through understanding and through producing 
speech/writing.  Or think about how the different things like those listed below relate to 
each other.   

2. Explain your metaphor to a classmate, including all the details you can think of.   

3. Write a paragraph describing your metaphor fully, and another paragraph looking at the 
relationships between the elements in your metaphor and any implications/conclusions you 
discover through this process. 

4. Copy your paragraphs to a thread in the discussion board for your group.   

5. Photograph your model or scan your picture and attach it to your discussion board thread.  

6. Send your paragraph and scan/picture to your group members and me. You will be 
evaluated on the basis of the complexity and sophistication of your metaphor (not on your 
artistic ability!). (This is worth 15 points.  It is due Sunday [date], 10 p.m.) 

7. Read all of the posts in your group.  Respond to your group regarding three classmatesÊ 
pictures/paragraphs. Extend their analysis and metaphor into your own experience and 
thoughts.  What new understanding does the metaphor give you?  How could the model 
help you in teaching/learning or interacting with children, deaf people, people who speak 
other dialects, or those with language disorders?  Your response should be substantive.  
Substantive comments: 

• ask questions 
• are full of thought, insight and analysis 
• connect to real-world situations, experiences, events, and to the course material.   
• encourage others to join the discussion 

 
Also answer any questions/comments that you can.   The discussion is worth 10 points.  
Make at least three comments by 10:00 pm on Wednesday, [date].    

 
 
  


